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Setting The Time and Day

Follow these steps to set the current time and day.

1.  Slide RUN/PROG/TIME SET to TIME SET.

2.  Press HOUR to set the hour digits. Pressing and holding down HOUR rapid-

    ly advances the hour digits.

    NOTE:  P appears to the left of the hour digits to indicate P.M. hours.

3.  Press MIN (minute) to set the minutes digits. Pressing and holding down

    MIN rapidly advances the minute digits.

4.  Press DAY until the correct day abbreviation appears.

5.  Slide the RUN/PROG/TIME SET switch to RUN.  The colon flashes to show

    the clock is running.

    NOTE:  Keep this switch set to RUN to prevent accidentally changing the

           time.

Setting The Timer

The timer has 14 settings (1-14).  Odd numbered settings specify a time to

turn on the appliance and even numbered settings specify a time to turn off

the appliance.

Follow these steps to set your timer.

1.  Slide the RUN/PROG/TIME SET switch to PROG. The display shows the first

    setting.  If you have not entered any setting, the display appears as

    shown in the illustration.

2.  Press Event to select a setting to enter or change.

3.  Press Hour to set the HOUR digits and press MIN to set minute digits to

    the correct time.

    NOTE: Be sure P appears to the left of the hour digits when you want to

          set a P.M. hour.

4.  Press Day to select the day of the week for this setting.

    If you want the setting to apply to every day of the week, repeatedly

    press DAY until all day indicators appear on the display.

5.  When you finish entering the setting, press EVENT. The timer advances to

    the next setting.

6.  Repeat Steps 3 through 5 to enter additional settings.

    NOTES: Be sure to set the timer to turn off the appliance.  The appli-

           ance remains on as long as there is power if you do not set a

           time for the appliance to turn off.

           To replace an existing event, select its setting number and set

           the new event time.
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           To clear an event, select its setting number and press CLEAR

           twice. Be sure to clear both the on time and the off time for an

           event.

           If you set the timer to turn on the appliance every day, be sure

           to also set the timer to turn off the appliance every day.

7.  Set the RUN/PROG/TIME SET switch to RUN.

NOTE:  You must set this switch to RUN to turn on or off the appliance

       either automatically or manually.

       When the timer automatically turns on the appliance, ON appears on

       the display and the indicator lights red.

       When the appliance turns off, the indicator turns off.

Reviewing The Settings

To review the settings in your timer, set RUN/PROG/TIME SET to PROG. Setting

1 appears on the display. Repeatedly press EVENT to view the other settings.

NOTE: To determine event being programmed, pull the power for a period of 5

      minutes.  Then re-power the unit.  The first event will be "ON" and

      the next will be "OFF", etc.

      There will be a number to the side of the display that tells you which

      event you are programming, The even numbers are "OFF" and the odd 

      numbers are "ON" events.
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